Partners with the Chicago Park District, The Friends of the Bloomingdale Trail, and 25 commissioned female artists.
May 15th, 2022 through August 15th, 2022
Cabinet of Curiosity
#: 312-622-2043
Frank Maugeri, Artistic Director

**Shrines of Resilience OPENS MAY 15TH.**
The Bloomingdale Trail is an elevated park located on Chicago’s Northwest side. Floating 18 feet above the city streets it extends nearly three miles from Ashland Ave on the East all the way to Ridgeway Ave on the West. The Bloomingdale Trail forms the backbone of The 606 parks and trail network. Cabinet of Curiosity follows up its sold-out production of Sea Change at the Museum of Contemporary Art with a new public art project called *Shrines of Resilience.*

"In times like these, the public deserves moments of unexpected hope, surprise and wonder, and acknowledging the female creator is an act of honor and respect.” -- Frank Maugeri

Inspired by 2020’s popular Messages of Hope, Cabinet has commissioned 25 female artists, entrepreneurs, mothers, community members and teens ranging in ages 15-70, to develop shrines and altars, in partnership with The Friends of the Bloomingdale Trail and the Chicago Park District, to transform the Bloomingdale Trail, The heart of The 606, into a path of reflection, meditation, and inspiration.

The artist participating include:


Each artist was paid to generate three dimensional collages which reflect the interpretation of the feminine divine and resilience. All of the boxes are outdoors, gently attached to trees and telephone poles. The path is free to the public and exhibited May 15 to August 15.

Each box has a QR code so you can learn about the altar and the artist.

For more information and a map, email [cabinetchicago@gmail.com](mailto:cabinetchicago@gmail.com), or visit website [www.cocechicago.com](http://www.cocechicago.com).
Images and Tours upon Request

Logos to come.
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